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WHO WE ARE
OUR MISSION
By combining real professional teachers with technology we 

have created a new language learning methodology that is 

faster, cheaper and more efficient than traditional learning.

OUR VISION
Our vision is to pioneer education by creating a personalized 

platform for continuous learning & growing as human beings 

in order to harness our limitless potential.
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PROVEN ROI
OF LANGUAGE TRAINING

Strengthens 

Business 

Operation

Stimulates 

Employee 

Engagement

Increases 

Productivity

Drives Company 

Loyalty

Attracts globally-

aware Milennials

70%(*) of business users say 

their language training has 
made them more confident 
when working with teams, 

partners, and vendors.

63% say that being given 

access to language training 
makes them feel more 
engaged in their work.

64% say their language 

training made them more 
productive when working 
withteams, partners, and 

vendors.

58% say they are more likely 

to remain in their current 
company, thanks to employer-

provided language training.

71% of millenials are likely to 

leave a position if dissatisfied 
with their development.

*All numbers from "How language impacts business" report"



Foreign 
Professionals in 
China
should improve 
their Chinese to 
advance their 
careers but...

NO TIME

It takes 2,200 hours to reach working 

proficiency in Chinese.

POOR MOTIVATION

90% of all students never reach an 

intermediate level.

TRACKING ROI

It is difficult to track the success of 

continuous learning efforts.



NEW LEARNING 
METHODOLOGY

Unique integration of a real teacher with 
personalized AI driven content.

The edugo.ai system is 5X faster to 
achieve professional proficiency.

WATCH VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_pT_GJ-1XDE


NEW LEARNING METHODOLOGY

CONVERSATION

On-demand 1-on-1 

Chinese lessons.

PRACTICE

Interactive exercises & 

personalized content. 

MEMORIZATION

Repetitive practice 

system until mastery.



CONVERSATION

SHORT SESSIONS

edugo.ai lessons are bite-sized and can 

be completed in 15 minutes.

HUMAN INTERACTION

By 1-on-1 lessons with a real teacher the 

highest teaching quality is assured.

ACCESSIB IL ITY

Students can have a professional lesson 

from anywhere at anytime.

CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

Have a lesson based on pre-created  

content or talk about whatever you want 

and need to learn.



PRACTICE

Filling in the blank teaches the

student important grammar

structures and the syntax of

Chinese.

Widen your vocabulary by

multiple choice and translation

exercises in the flashcards.

In the introduction you can

find the key words and

sentences that are based on

the content of the video

lesson.

Practice speaking by checking

the pronunciation of your

personal key-words and -

sentences from the lessons.



MEMORIZE

SCIENTIF IC APPROACH

Spaced repetition system (SRS) 

exploiting the psychological spacing 

effect: learning is greater when studying 

is spread out over time.

DAILY USAGE

Daily notifications bringing students 

back to practice their weak points and 

get better over time.

SHORT SESSIONS

Short sessions that can be finished in 

minutes to make use of free time chunks 

- learning on-the-go.

TRACKABLE RESULTS

Track the outcomes of your learning 

session and improve your language skills 

over time by simply following your track.



Unique video dictionary based on 

videos from previous lessons that 

is constantly improving.

Enables to learn new words in 

context to enhance comprehension 

and retention.

DICTIONARY



Empowered 
by edugo.ai



CONTACT US TO SAVE TIME AND 
INCREASE THE ROI OF LANGUAGE 
LEARNING OF YOUR ORGANIZATION

LET'S WORK 
TOGETHER!

EMAIL

hello@edugo.ai

PHONE

131 6236 6082

LOCATION

WeWork Labs

518 Xinjiang Lu, Floor 2, Shanghai 

200085


